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A New Generation of Workplace Seating.

It used to be that if something worked, that was enough. But we live in a visual world – and 

in today’s workplace – image is almost as important as functionality.  To attract and retain 

the best workers, furnishings and equipment must look as good as they perform.  

That’s where Neon seating comes in. It bridges the exacting specification requirements of 

the most technical facilities with the comfort and satisfaction expectations of top employees 

and prospective hires. Designed for today’s workplaces – and today’s workers – Neon is the 

newest and flagship model of the bimos by BioFit Collection, a joint endeavor between two 

of the world’s leading ergonomic seating manufacturers – bimos and BioFit.
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Wow-Factor, Flexibility and  
World-Class Reliability, Too.

With its edgy profile and vivid flex strip surrounding its 

seat and backrest, the Neon is an eye-catcher designed 

to complement the trendiest workplace interiors. Coupled 

with its exclusive 1 + 1 replaceable upholstery system, its 

look can be changed in seconds, allowing the same unit 

to be used in multiple applications or updated without 

replacing the entire chair. Plus, it’s backed by the BioFit 

13-year warranty, one of the best in the business. 
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Every occupation has its own intrinsic set of tasks 

and corresponding physical actions conducted 

by the workers who fulfill them. Some require 

a great deal of exertion or repetitive movement 

while others involve up-close, precise work where 

the worker must remain motionless for several 

minutes at a time. The Neon was developed in 

close collaboration with industrial ergonomists 

and occupational specialists. The result is a chair 

that offers a wealth of adjustable features and 

functionality to optimize freedom of movement, 

enhancing worker performance, regardless of the 

task at hand.

Neon seating was developed for workplace 

environments in the following markets and 

beyond:

	 u Laboratory

	 u Healthcare

	 u Clean Room

	 u Static Control

	 u Industrial 

	 u Office

	 u Education

A Chair That Adapts to the Worker.

Seat depth adjustment

Seat tilt adjustment  

Synchronous control 

Backrest height 
adjustment

User weight regulation

Seat height adjustment



Dedicated to Design. Committed to Quality. 

At BioFit, that’s more than a tagline – it’s our focus every day as we constantly strive to 

improve the workplace experience through ergonomic performance, style and reliability. 

We’ve been an innovator for the past 70 years, introducing solutions for industrial and 

laboratory settings, and subsequently supplying the education, office, defense, automotive 

and textile markets. With a global network of over 1,200 independent distributors, we 

continue to proudly serve these industries today, as well as leaders in the healthcare and 

technology fields. 
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